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Chapter One Foreword

First of all, we are appreciated for your using of our series of the automatic shrink

sleeve labeling machine. For the use of the machine parts function into full play,

please read the instruction to ensure correct and safe application of the machine. We

believe that it will help you come into familiar fields and give you more and more

satisfactory.

The body of this machine, with a large number of used aluminum alloy anode and

dealing with 304 stainless steel, is very durable. The performance of the machine to a

more modular design of human nature makes it easier for high-speed running and

replacement. In the control circuit, the use of man-machine interface is very easy to

learn and understand and the superior circuit design makes this machine sets the speed
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of the leading international standard. This completely new design, according to

research and development, not only reduces a lot of mechanical adjustments, but also

enhance s the precision of label cutting and the speed of production. The following is

the detail introduction for machine operation.

Chapter Two Safety regulations & Rules

2 - 1 Safe Requirements of Installation

After machine arrival, please check for damage before installation and start working.

Including the deformation of framework, the damp of electrical cabinets, and the

traces of all components’ damage (such as traces of the collision). If it is unable to

determine whether it has the damage or not, please contact with the manufacturing

unit to verify it. Once it has been found damaged, please notify the transportation unit

immediately.

Before totally positioning machine, do not dismantle the packaging. This machine can

be carried by forklift which should insert from the front bottom of the machine for

removal. Do not use hoisting rope! Only in strict accordance with the above

description can ensure the safety of the installation. Otherwise, they may cause harm

and damage to the machine.

Please don’t cover electrical cabinet cooling fan. so as to ensure the normal heat, or

the overheating of electrical components will cause damage and insecurity to the

machine.

Please confirm whether the power supply is suitable to the working power of this

machine. The discordant voltage will damage the electrical components.

2 - 2 Safe Measure of Protection and Maintenance

The staff who operation the electrical and mechanical components, must be trained

and authorized.

On the mechanical and electrical components for maintenance personnel must be

approved by the trained staff. He must be familiar with the installation of mechanical

and electrical maintenance of a certain experience of professionals.
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Regularly maintain and overhaul machine, if it is found safety problems, immediately

rule it out so as to avoid big losses.

Never be allowed to do maintenance on the machine with electrification.

Only after totally disconnecting circuit breaker in the controlling cabinet and cutting

off the machine's total power supply can carry out maintenance operations on

electrical components.

Notes:

Even if the power of machine is switched off, there is still a part of the circuit

energized electrical components.

All machine components and drive system need to be checked at least once a year.

If the working environment is serious corroded, it is necessary to raise the

frequency of inspection.

Safe Measure of Maintenance

All components must be maintained by professional so as to avoid the damage to

machine and the injury of staff. Once the machine broke down, maintenance must be

dealt with immediately. The technical staff who have been authorized must rule out

the machine's fault in time. After each maintenance, the safety devices must be

checked before they can start running.

Don't use electric welding or flame cutting any components, unless the cutting parts

will not cause a fire, and no damage to other parts of the components.

Machine must be provided with appropriate protection measures. Once there is a fire,

fire extinguisher can be got immediately.

Notes:

Do not climb on machine, it should be used the safe platform or scaffolding.

When using machinery and equipment (cranes, etc.) to lifting or moving

components, even if they are lightweight, you should be careful because there are

also some risks to falling down or losing their balance.

If the parts damaged beyond repair, you should demand it from the manufactory

(in limited warranty), with no permission to mapping or manufacturing because
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it will cause damage to the proper co-ordination from other components.

2 - 3 Prechecking

Check out whether the machine is intact. If it is found that the packaging is damaged

or incomplete, immediately report to the transportation company. Please confirm

whether the machine is in accordance with your company’s requirement, and compare

with the subscription model whether they have the same brand name. Confirm the

installation of all attachments have been received, complete and not damaged.

Be sure to carry a reference size, the installation space in order to ensure that all

connections are adequate operation and maintenance of the space.

Notes:

Only from the designated place can be moved by forklift and hoisting is strictly

prohibited.

Install site should have sufficient capacity to install the machine, or at least the

durance of appropriate measures.

Each side of the machine must have a suitable space in order to maintain the

flow of air ventilation cooling and electrical components.

In the correct position on the machine should have sufficient support points.

Ban pushed, moving the machine control cabinet. Machine base frame is the only

load-bearing parts.

2 - 4 Electric attention problems

The standard operating situation can be listed as follows:

● Temperature: -10°C to +40°C

● Installation: indoor

● Frequency of power supply: 505 HZ

● Voltage: 1210-230VAC

● Power: 2KW

The requirement of electric security

Only the personnel through a professional evaluation will be allowed to operate with
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electrical components. In particular, it needs to be point out that all the power supply

connected to a machine must be cut off the power before carrying out any operations.

The main power supply can be disconnected by cutting the main circuit breaker.

●Electric shock hazard: even when the main power supply was cut off, or main

circuit breaker was off, some electrical components of the machine may still be

with electric.

●Burn dangerous: Current electrical components can cause temporary or

prolonged fever, so when contacted power cable, control cable, power cable,

junction box cover and motor casing must be careful.

●Even when the machine is turned off, as long as the power supply circuit breaker is

closed, the power cable is still with electric.. For more details, refer to electrical

schematics.

●If you want to clean the cabinet, you should use a vacuum cleaner, not directly with

unfiltered air cleaning. Compressed air in the water, the oil will cause electrical

short-circuit and insulation resistance is lowered.

Chapter Three Preparation before Operation

3 - 1 Operation notes

Before starting the inspection agencies bolts are loose.

3-1-1 After boot-strap try to find out whether there is unusual. If there is no

abnormalities, then use the automatic state to operate.

3-1-2 After the emergency stop switch is turned on, the cutter mechanism will

automatically search for the origin, before the open center post should be in place to

ensure no loose, otherwise it will damage the center pillar and cutter.

3-1-3 Replacement of cutter blade should be paid attention to whether the blade is too

long, so as not to break Cutter.

3-1-4 When Stand-by or normal operation of the cutter, it is not allowed to put the

hands into the working area

3-1-5 If the brush is not turned on, send label by man hand is invalid.
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3 - 2 Installation and Cleanliness

Host machine, conveyor, shrink tunnel and so on must be raised to a straight line.

Conveyor center should center-aligned with the host machine cutter, raised the level

of the reference plane. Supply voltage must be checked accurately locate host

machine have enough space for future inspection, maintenance, ambient temperature

should not exceed 45 degrees.

Host placement must avoid fan or air conditioning blowing straight mouth, the flow of

air will affect the label sets standard.

●Boot Process ●Shutdown Process

 Cleanliness

Removal of the stranded during transport and installation of dust, grease, etc. some

parts of the machine, such as screw, gear, and so on, need to be cleaned with a

clean wipe, put lubricants on it, and it should be noted:

Pulley, belts, rubber wheel, motors and other electrical components can not be

Emergency Stop/on

Under Brush/on

Power/on

Carrying label/on

Cutting label/on

Start

Power /off

Emergency Stop/off

Under Brush/off

Manual operation

Stop
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oiled.

Chapter Four The organization and Function of Each Framework

4 - 1 Host paragraph conveyor line interface diagram

4 - 2 The whole machine graphic notes

1、Cutter group 2、Machine table group

3、Steam or electric shrink tunnel 4、Driving unit

5 、Screw of separating bottle 6、carrying bottle unit

7 、Three-color warning light 8、Center guide pin

9 、Sensor group 10、Brush group

11、Brush label down group 12、Feeder group

13、Conveyor belt 14、Sensor for check bottle

15、Feed rack 16、Machine interface
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4 - 3 Introduction the function of each framework

1.Cutter group

Built-in blade pairing and planetary steel crankshaft deflection architecture, cutting

the shrink film.

2.Machine table group

Machine-wide use of aluminum alloy anode with treatment and 304 stainless steel,

used to host and support a fixed conveyor belt

3.Steam or electric shrink tunnel

Use the electric or steam heat and let the bottle's label affixed to shrink evenly on top

of the bottle

4.Driving unit

Using a single set of or two group type synchronous servo motor control, can make

the shrink film fixed size.

5.Screw of separating bottle
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The material set into the bottle, use a screw fixed distance transport, the bottle

equidistant apart, in order to facilitate the label sleeve into.

6.Carrying bottle unit

Both sides of the synchronous rotation, height and location of each clip bottle only a

hand wheel adjustment, the purpose is not to shake the bottle during transport, in

favor label height setting.

7.Three-color warning light

When the normal operation of a warning light for the green, missing label film

material for yellow flashing lights, host abnormal red lights flash.

8.Center guide pin

Sleeve label and distraction it, make label to be transferred and cut.

9.Sensor group

Use light sensor to transmit signals to provide the control system to do given the size

of transportation, sensor position height adjustment, determine the cutting blade cutter

position.

10.Brush group

Use rubber to brush label on fixed place which have sleeve into the bottle.

11.Brush label down group

Adopts synchronous adjusting mechanism, fall under two transfer wheel adjustment

brush to lightly touches the bottom of the wheel center column, drop with higher

speeds sleeve label into the bottle label through.

12.Feeder group

The film label materials of paper fixed by the Central 5 "to 10" after adjusting settings,

the expected delivery of a set of wheel motors slow down pressure to send feed.

13.Conveyor belt

Use frequency converter to adjust the speed of conveyor belt in order to apply to the

production capacity to match the speed.
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14.Sensor for check bottle

To monitor the bottle to the appropriate location, so that the signal that output

automatically set to host the label.

15.Feed rack

Controlled by the tension of the label feed fed me and label positioning to the electric

eye frame at the top of the group fed the aircraft, for the delivery of film label

materials.

16.Machine interface

Machine-based control center, the display page is divided into operation manually,

automatically, set, show unusual, and so on, several other auxiliary knob, charge for

the operation button label sets of operations.

Chapter Five Installation of the label film material

5 - 1 Graphical expression

As 5-1-1 Film label will be expected to place material on the shelf, put on board

membrane material and tightened up a little pressure after the screw Rack.
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As 5-1-2 According to the direction expected film material, and according to a

clockwise direction to feed rollers so that the film is expected to open across the

wheel.

As 5-1-3 Putting the film label materials in accordance with the Road Map to wear

around the wheel and then membrane material penetration of the central pillar tail.

As 5-1-4 the membrane penetration expected to center on pre-column should be

grateful if you open the driving wheel, with his left hand after the boosting of the

central pillar from the top and bottom so that the center column with the wheel a little

out of the Department of the main driving wheel, the right hand through the

membrane material Cutter location, and then center Column advantage of the

opportunity to use his right hand back to the fix.

As 5-1-5 the center column back in suit, and then back to the folder on the driving

wheel position can be a little contact, the installation has been completed at that time.

5 - 2 Test cutting

When the interface in the show by cutting button, choose to send their marked for

cutting, try again cut at least five times the standard label will not remove membrane

expected, attention should be final after the start button to enter the automatic mode

page.

Chapter Six The adjustment and set of sensor position

6 - 1 The adjustment of the sensor position for label cutting

◆Can be adjusted up or down the electric eyes’ position

◆When the top of the label is too long, Electric eye frame will slide upward.

◆When the bottom of the label is too long, Electric eye frame will be adjusted

downward, adjusted until the correct position to be cut.

6 - 2 The settings for sensor sensitivity

◆ on a variety of labels color, strength, thickness of the membrane material,
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although the machine is installed at the factory, although it have been Secretary for

engineers to debug settings, but in the film is expected to switch to a different label,

you may have electric eye sensitivity of the standard set of tags When an impact, such

as sensitivity too high or too low, resulting in production when the brush under the

label into the set of abnormal sensitivity too often occur relatively short length of the

label, the sensitivity is too low and prone to label a series of films is expected to drop

the case. When the above situation occurs, the electric eye that sensitivity must be

adjusted to conform to this type of label film material.

◆ When you adjust the sensitivity to pull the tag near the eye, and

transparency in the printing position at this time to observe electric eye sensors and a

red light on whether the green light for the light out, if the label can not move up and

down when they put out a red light This transparent for the weak sensitivity, the label

will be transparent section at the electric eye, adjust the electric eye on the sensitivity

knob until the traffic lights out just to adjust the location returned to red light.

◆ Generally it should in principle be all-traffic lights to light, due in part to

expected tab on the film print, and other high degree of transparency may be caused

by electric eye to detect the site of miscarriage of justice, leading to the next set of

labels is not normal

◆ If the adjustment is still not normal, repeat the above steps, and sensors

on the sensitivity of the test button a little more than transfer all or some to test out the

electric eye sensitivity knob of the appropriate location.

Chapter Seven Label positioning and detection

7 - 1 Label sleeve working principle

When the conveyor belt there to detect the bottle after bottle electric eye, the servo

control of the group will drive a label at the same time under the brush material for

the next round of the group will be a long brush label, the label will slot into the bottle.

If the position at this time to detect electrical position is incorrect, the label will not be

able to successfully set into the bottle.
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7 - 2 Graphical expression for sensor position adjustment

According to adjust the direction of the icon, if the tag was set into the bottle A state

power should be grateful if you position to move B, C, if for the situation, you power

position by moving B to C, until the labels such as the B slot into the bottle Correct

date.

Bottle sensors

A B C

OK

7 - 3 Sensor Detection introduction

◆ Electrical devices for the eyes reflective, as the main framework for mobile,

mounted on rails, the main project will be launched in the light standard-fitted, and

then back to the reflection of the main reception, as a set of tags to transmit signals.

◆ When there is no standard-fitted, the main sensors on the lights for the

OFF state, if at this time for the bright lights ON, please use the word small

screwdriver to adjust the sensitivity knob until the sensors to determine motion lights

out.

◆ When the existence of standard-fitted, light projection by the reflection of

the bottle, this time on the sensor signals should be ON state; if OFF for the lights out

of the situation, said the main projection light and not too weak reflection, sensitivity

A B C
Label

Bottle

Position adjustment
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adjustment button Will be modulated sensitivity to light so far,

◆ Please try again till the machine until the confirmation of the sensor for

sensitivity so far.

7 - 4 Main point about debugging

◆ Conveyor belt, sub-bottle-screw, and Belt positioning to adjust the speed of

inconsistency would not cause labels to packages or instability

◆ Following is a forward tilt bottles: Reason 1. Bottle moved too fast. 2.

Conveyor line too slow.

◆ If there bottles tilted backward, In contrast with the above

Following phenomenon by adjusted the knob on the panel to reach consensus:

Belt positioning

◆ Label set not in right place

Reasons: 1、Brush label did not hit

2.、Bottle belt too high

3、Label sets of distortion

4、 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 would be also the problem.

Chapter Eight Cutter demolition and installation
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Detail install introduction

◆ If the blades need to be replaced, according to plans shown to be

demolished.

◆ Replacement blades, please note that the original old to stay by a broken

blade grid, which is the length of the blade, a new blade than the usual length of the

blades can be installed, or labels may not be able to cut off, the label can not brush

under the phenomenon.

◆ Attention should be paid when the blade is installed: A .knife blade into

whether there is a seat of the anvil trench knife. B. determine the length of the blade

after the break when the blade edge can not operate with the blade of-the-art

site(carefully hand injury). C. blade knife should be installed when the original

installation disk to install the direction.

◆ Blades installed in a belt hanging on the belt should pay attention to the mark in

mind, according to hang tags, to avoid card standard in order to operate normally.

◆ Disassembly when the blade should pay attention to safety to avoid being

cut blade; the use of hand tools for demolition when the blade to leave the region, the

left must hold tight to confirm when the belt regulations, the board re-blade screw

disassembly, appropriate attention to the board on tight Can in order to avoid

deformation board.
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◆ If the group found there was something unusual, please notify the

Company maintenance services.

Chapter Nigh Touch-screen operation instruction

9 - 1 Operation

The present set of standard operating equipment for the machine to operate

touch-screen-based computer interface, and several outside the traditional

switch-assisted device posed by the bottom, all the features of the choice of machine,

such as display messages can be installed by this The page shows all the functions

designed to reach, easy to understand, has a good affinity.

◆ Boot: As with the flow chart switch off process

◆ The pages feature:

Main features select table:

1. Power: the main power switch

2. Emergency stop: in normal circumstances

Manual:

1. Feeding motor: to control the feed roller action.

2. Cutter: Complete set of feed to cut off the subject of action.

3. Product feed screw: Automatic control the bottle distance.

4. Host or high / down: by the man-machine interface to control movements of the

host in order to achieve the target set a high degree of bottle.

Automatic mode: Open the automatic operation mode

Set parameters:

1. Products include: account for the largest number of 9999999

2. Set the length of labels: in the fixed-length feature, set the length of the label.

Accessibility switch:

1. Emergency stop: abnormal, an emergency operation to stop the procedures.

2. Button to adjust the speed of: the control group to send a bottle with a bottle of

speed.
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3. Screw bottle: the control the bottle into distance.

4. Furnace heat shrinkable switch: after the start of the use of labels to complete

contraction action.

5. Warning lifted

State of alert messages:

This machine control system with three-color signal, interface screen display text in

two ways a combination of warning messages.

Three-color lights: red, yellow and green colored lights from the top three ranked in

the top of the host right after, on behalf of the state's significance as described in the

following:

1. Red light: that the host abnormal

2. Yellow light: yellow for no abnormal manual, flashing yellow light, the label said

lack of materials.

3. Green light: that automatic, no abnormal.

9 - 2 Screen interpretation

Start ：Open the automatic mode
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Stop ： Stop automatic mode

Production speed： Auto-show mode, each a few minutes into the bottle

Clear 0 ： Clear record of the production data

Producing quantity ： Records of the number of production

Trouble reset ：Reset the machine state of alarm

Bottle separate ： Separate bottles’ screw motor on / off

Brush ； Brush motor on / off

Bottle carrying ： With bottle positioning motor on / off

Under-brush ： Under the brush motor on / off

Conveyor ： Transmission motor on / off

Bring Label ： Tags will be guided into the center column marked pending

Cutting Label ： Taking guided into the center of the column labels cut off

Blower ： shrink tunnel blower on / off
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原点位置 ORIGIN LOCATION ：go to origin page, origin condition, please not

change again. (We set is 14, please not change)

原点速度 ORIGIN SPEED ：the speed which we set for the machine, we setting well,

please not change again. (We set is 3000, please not change)

切刀位置 CUTTER LOCATIN ：location for cutting, such as cutting in middle of

transparent area. ( This can change according your test requirement. )

切刀速度 CUTTER SPEED ：the speed for cutter cutting. ( This can change according

your test requirement.)

送标速度 LABEL-SENDER SPEED ：send label from center guide pin's speed.

( This can change according your test requirement. But please set CUTTER SPEED fast than

LABEL-SENDER SPEED.)

供料时间 FEEDING TIME ：the time is artificial setting, we have setting well,

please not change again. ( We set is 6, please not change )

异常时间 ABNORMALTIME：record the time for abnormal occur. ( We set is 25,

please not change )

标签补偿 LABELCOMPENSATION ：if no label, please press this button, we have
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setting well, please not change again. ( We set is 100, please not change )

9 - 3 Abnormality and Solution

Touch-screen

status display
Reason Rule out Trouble way

Bring label

abnormal

Server overload or service

mark label stuck material

Press the 急停 and remove abnormal

and restart

Cutter abnormal
cutter overload or service

mark label stuck material
The same like above

Under brush is not

open
Under the brush is not open push the 刷下 button

Label lack

No material or the supply

of material belt not Ferry

pressed

replace the materials supply belt,

check the supply of material with

open wheel folder is closed

Emergency Stop Emergency Stop OFF Emergency button ON

Cutter can not return to square one: check whether the original point sensor is

damaged.
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Chapter Ten Adjustment of Other Components

10 - 1 Specification Table

Model PM－150B PM－200B PM－300B PM－450B

Host size 2100L*850W*2000H 2100L*850W*2000H 2100L*1100W*2200H 2500L*1200W*2200H

Production speed 150B~170B 200B~220B 300B~350B 450B~500B

Power Supply 1ø/220V、 3ø/220V 1ø/220V、 3ø/220V 1ø/220V、 3ø/220V 1ø/220V、 3ø/220V

Host Power 2KW 2KW 2KW 6KW

Framework material stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel stainless steel

Length of the label 30mm~260mm 30mm~260mm 30mm~180mm 30mm~180mm

Thickness of the

label
0.03mm~0.13mm 0.03mm~0.13mm 0.03mm~0.13mm 0.03mm~0.13mm

Diameter of bottles 28mm~125mm 28mm~125mm 28mm~125mm 28mm~125mm

High of bottles 50mm~280mm 50mm~280mm 50mm~280mm 50mm~280mm

shape of bottles
Square, round, oval,

flat bottle

Square, round, oval,

flat bottle

Square, round, oval,

flat bottle

Square, round, oval,

flat bottle

Contraction furnace

power

13～15KW（Or

steam）

13～15KW（Or

steam）
13～15KW（Or steam） 13～15KW（Or steam）

10 - 2 With bottles group, the bottle screw separately, under the brush group,

pre-contraction furnace components, such as adjustment, in line with a variety of

different-shaped bottle must be suitable for the production of the bottle-shaped set

conditions readjusting

10 - 3 Please practice these adjustments to meet the operators of the Company to

the engineers in the machine, operating education and training and more practice time
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Chapter Eleven Lubrication and Maintenance

11 - 1 Daily routine check

11-1-1 Stroke lead, guide, screw, slide, slide bearings, such as face, the last two

weeks lubricants, the use of domestic premium brand cycle oil R32, or licensing

VG32 grade lubricants

11-1-2 Gear oil every week, the general use of machine oil

11-1-3 Before the first oil to clean soft cloth to remove the old original oil

11-1-4 Lubrication points clear if foreign body contamination, such as dust, iron

filings, such as water, clean-up should be done immediately to do and oil after that.

11-1-5 In the period of usual mechanical inspection found rust, should be done

immediately to deal with rust and oil

11-1-6 Parts of the consoles, please maintain the cleanliness of its surface, to

avoid irrelevant items will be placed in the machine on the stage

11-1-7 Each week to check the site of transmission belt, or whether there is a

fracture serious damage, this pre-please spare parts to be replaced

11-1-8 Please produce maintenance-related forms on time and maintenance

11-1-9 Electrical plate use air guns to remove dust or material every week to

ensure the normal operation of electrical components

11-1-10 Blade must be confirmed before the start of the central pillar and the

relative location of the ring groove with the original point of the blade

11-1-11 Confirmation before the start of the central pillar on both sides of the

driving wheel position is correct, whether the driving wheel locked solid, so as not to

move according to the central pillar

11-1-12 Brush confirmed that the next round with the center column under the

center section of the high-roller, and soft reduction at the wheel

11-1-13 Confirm whether there is a conveyor belt above stranded foreign body

11-1-14 Confirming that the shelf labels membrane materials is expected to wear,

whether or not the normal position, whether or not film material deformation

11-1-15 Confirming shrink film centers on the shelves with the central pillar center
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alignment, or should be expected to adjust the location of the site

11-1-16 Confirming host knife block set to confirm a high position, whether or not

the conditions for the production of the bottle

11-1-17 Confirming the group with bottles’ positioning location of the belt, gripping

a bottle of pressure not suitable too tight

11-1-18 Confirming that shrinking group of rotary furnace belt, gripping a bottle and

the pressure should not be too tight

11-1-19 Confirming that the group folder with a bottle, whether located in the center

below

11-1-20 Confirming the bottles’ move speed after clamping, and whether the

conveyor belt has the same speed.

11-1-21 Confirming that bottles of eye position is correct, pre-production in the first

set of test tags

11-1-22 Finished work, please turn off the furnace switch shrink, to keep the

cooling fan for about 10 minutes after the closure of the fan switch and power switch

11-1-23 Finally, follow the interfaces that control the operation of steps to shut

down, turn off the main power supply. Sub-bottle bottle screw even when the bottle is

the central pillar in the center is now under the cut-off

Chapter Twelve Troubleshooting

12-1 Bring label time out fault: solution → First of all, two fiber-optical need

face toward, monitor display 4000, second, check the X4 is off or loose. ( Except

transparent labels ) If it is transparent labels, open the pages of fixed length mode

fixed-length feature.

12-2 Cutting label time out fault: solution → First of all, check the probe is off

or not which in the back of cutter. ( 3 piece probe ), second, check cutter head whether

there is damage in the photoelectric or not install in accurate position.

12-3 Cutting label servo abnormal: solution → First of all, check the wire which

contact to servo is damage or not, check plug insert is firmly or not. If servo shows 16,
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then restart is ok. If servo shows 21, then the encoder is damaged and need replacing.

12-4 Bring label abnormal: solution → First of all, check the wire which contact

to servo is damage or not, check plug insert is firmly or not. If servo shows 16, then

restart is ok. If servo shows 21, then the encoder is damaged and need replacing.

12-5 Label length is not consistent: solution → First of all, check the bring label

axis's capacity is same or not, center guide pin and label should without being too

tight or too loose. Make sure label bring and cutting smoothly.

12-6 Cutting label quality: solution → Open the cutter lid, adjust the blade to the

same horizontal line. ( take care your hand )

12-7 Label lack fault: solution → On the feeder roll have a sensor for label check,

when the label check sensor yellow light and green light at same time, meantime the

motor not working and not detect label, when green light, then the motor working,

please release the label. ( Optical distance can be adjusted )

12-8 Host machine fault: solution → Check the motor connector cable is plugged

well or not, second relay may be damaged and need replacing.
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